Religious Studies Resources
from EBSCO

Comprehensive Databases Covering Most Religions and Theological Doctrines

Religion & Philosophy Collection™
An essential tool for researchers and students
of theology and philosophical studies, this
database includes:
• Nearly 300 full-text journals
• Nearly 260 peer-reviewed titles
• Topics covering world religions, major
denominations, biblical studies, philosophy of
language and more
ATLA Catholic Periodical and Literature Index®
(ATLA CPLI®)
Covering all areas of Roman Catholic theology and
spirituality, this database features:
• More than 510,000 records
• A product of the American Theological Library
Association (ATLA) since acquisition in
September 2011
• Indexing of periodicals, essay collections,
church documents, papal documents and
electronic resources
• Indexing spanning from 1981 to the present, with
quarterly updates
• Corresponding to index records produced by the
Catholic Library Association (CLA) through the
November 2011 update of the database
• Development of scholarly content includes
increased coverage of international titles,
enhanced coverage of multi-author essay
collections, extensive harmonization and
enrichment of records across the entire database,
and additional electronic-only journals

ATLA Religion Database® with ATLASerials®
Combining the premier index of journal articles, book
reviews and collections of essays in all fields of religion
with ATLA’s online collection of major religion and
theology journals, this database provides:
• Full text for more than 442,300 electronic articles
and book review from 230 journals selected by
leading religion scholars
• More than 1.75 million article citations from over
1,700 journals (578 currently indexed)
• Additional content including essay citations
from multi-author works, review citations and a
growing number of multimedia citations
ATLA Religion Database®
The definitive index for information on topics such
as biblical studies, world religion, church history and
religion in social issues, this database covers:
• More than 1.75 million bibliographic records
covering the research literature of religion in over
60 languages
• Article citations, essay citations from multiauthor works, book review citations and a
growing number of multimedia citations
• Content spanning from 1908 to the present, and
an ambitious retrospective indexing project
provides citations of select titles back to their
original publication date
Christian Periodical Index®
Published by the Association of Christian Libraries, this
database provides access to articles and reviews written
from an evangelical perspective or of interest to the
evangelical community. This database offers:
• Current indexing of more than 140 titles dating
back to 1976
• Prominent subjects including religion, theology,
biblical studies and pastoral theology
• Indexing from titles such as Journal of the
Evangelical Theological Society, Journal of Christian
Nursing, Journal of Psychology and Theology
and more
See reverse side for more information…

Index Islamicus™
An international bibliography of publications in European
languages on all aspects of Islam and the Muslim world, this
database includes:
• Indexing for more than 3,400 titles with coverage
dating back to 1906
• Coverage of history, beliefs, societies, cultures,
languages and literatures
• Material published by Western orientalists,
social scientists and Muslims writing in
European languages
Index to Jewish Periodicals™
The definitive index on Jewish history, activity and thought,
this database offers:
• A comprehensive guide to English-language articles,
book reviews and features stories in more than 200
journals devoted to Jewish affairs
• Journal coverage dating back as far as 1988
• Titles including Contemporary Jewry, Holy Land Studies,
Jewish Culture & History, Journal of Palestine Studies,
Studies in American Jewish Literature and much more

Old Testament Abstracts Online
A product of the partnership between the American
Theological Library Association and the Catholic Biblical
Association, this bibliographic resource for journal articles,
monographs, multi-author works and software related to
Old Testament studies offers:
• Abstracts from more than 500 journals
• Topics including antiquities, archaeology, biblical
theology, philology and more
• Coverage dating back to 1978
The Philosopher’s Index
Produced by the Philosophers Information Center, this
database is considered the most thorough index of journal
literature covering scholarly research in all major fields of
philosophy and includes:
• Nearly 520,000 records from more than 80 countries
with content representing a variety of languages
• Author-written abstracts covering scholarly
research published in journals and books, including
contributions to anthologies and book reviews
• Scholarly research in all fifteen fields of philosophy

New Testament Abstracts Online
The product of a partnership between the American
Theological Library Association and Boston College and an
indispensable research and bibliographic aid for scholars,
librarians, clergy and students of the New Testament, this
database covers:
• Abstracts for more than 48,000 articles, 1,700 reviews,
plus 64 software abstracts
• Coverage dating back to 1985
• Over 2,000 articles added annually
• More than 18,000 book summaries with
approximately 900 added annually
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